








Parts of a Map 
 Scale  

 Shows the size of the map in relation to the real world 

 Important for finding real distances from a map 

 Key/Legend 

 Lists the symbols used on a map and their meanings 

 Helps to understand elements on the map 

 Elevation 

 Height of the land above sea level (or below) 

 Helps the reader understand the topography   



Parts of a Map 
 Compass Rose 

 Shows north, west, south, east 
 Can be important for navigation and a common 

understanding 

 Symbols 
 Used to represent real objects or places 
 Cannot put too much detail so this helps to simplify the map 

 Title 
 Different maps have different purposes, the title reveals the 

purpose 

 Map Grid 
 Shows the longitude and latitude 
 Helps in navigation and a common understanding 



Longitude  
(Meridians) 

 Lines run from pole to pole 

 Tells you how far east or 
west of the Prime 
Meridian you are 

 180 degrees East or West 



Special Longitudinal Lines 



Special Longitudinal Lines 
 Each time zone is 15 

degrees each hour 

 Prime Meridian crosses 
through Greenwich, 
England 

 Time zones created so 
that 12:00 is when the 
sun is at its highest no 
matter where you are 



Latitude  (Parallels) 
 Lines run horizontally 

 Degrees start at 0 on the Equator and go up to 90 
degrees north or south 



Special Latitudinal Lines 
 Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn 

 Area between tropics is where the sun’s rays can be directly 
perpendicular to the ground 

 Areas within the tropics don’t experience major seasons 



Special 
Latitudinal 
Lines 



Putting it together 
 Any point on the earth can be represented with a 

latitudinal and longitudinal coordinate 

 Coordinates are given in degrees 

 Degrees are divided into 60 minutes 

North/South first, then 
East/West 




